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Key Reasons for Implementing
an ERP Solution
Innovative ERP technologies pave the way for
today’s manufacturers to streamline business
processes and break down barriers to growth,
while remaining agile for rapid response to
customer demands and evolving markets.

Having clear goals and choosing the right
solution for your desired future state is
critical for a successful ERP implementation.
The likelihood of success for your ERP
implementation will increase based on how
specific your targets are. Very specific targets
mean that your project will have a much higher
success rate by a factor of more than double.

Some key points for
implementing or improving
an ERP solution include:
•

Track, measure, and monitor your entire
business, from shop floor to top floor and
from raw materials to final product.

•

Boost efficiency with real-time, actionable
visibility into plant and business operations.

•

Reduce costs and streamline processes while
you grow revenue and increase profits.

•

Optimize lean manufacturing to focus on
the key priorities to make smarter decisions,
eliminate waste and increase customer
satisfaction.

•

Easily adapt to new manufacturing methods,
changing customer requirements, and
evolving business strategies.

Looking for a solution indicates there’s possibly existing
problems you’re looking to solve including the following:

Job Costing
Using estimates when quoting
jobs because an organization is
not able to accurately collect
job costing data, outstanding
invoices, paid invoices,
completion dates and delivery.
dates.

Customer Inquiries

Inventory Tracking

Timely responses to customer
inquiries prove to be a challenge
because there is no single
source to get information on
WIP, outstanding invoices, paid
invoices, completion dates and
delivery dates.

Challenges to track incoming
inventory, the location of in stock
inventory and inventory that
could be reused after jobs are
completed.
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Choosing the Right Partner

Consultants: Learn how to get the most
out of the ERP applications and which
practices deliver the greatest results for
the greatest return on investment for
your ERP solution.
When you start evaluating the ERP
market, feature functionality has
to work for your organization, but
developing a requirements document
for your business so you can compare,
contrast and analyze the options that
are available to you while focusing
on your business objectives and your
desired future state is critical.
No two ERP implementations are the
same. Having active conversations with
an ERP vendor about all the pieces
that go into an ERP implementation
in the beginning, then as those
pieces come up, will make that ERP
implementation a smoother one.
Through years of experience, your
partner resources will guide your
business through difficult decisions
that go beyond the payback that
comes from a rapid implementation
and go-live.
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Project Managers: Offer options to support
customers between software upgrades and
smoothly transition to the latest version.

Engineers: Achieve desired results whether
you require a simple dashboard or complex
software modification.

IT Staff: Maintain detailed knowledge of
ERP solutions and platforms they require to
help plan infrastructure, hardware sizing, and
continued growth.
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Project Methodology
Successful implementations are based in
methodologies that have been refined and proven
on thousands of projects to deliver efficient,
effective, and well-managed projects for every
customer consistently, wherever they are located.
Whether it is an up-front analysis in support of
a business process re-engineering project or a
post go-live focus on continuous performance
improvement initiatives, proven methodologies
will help you get the most out of your ERP
applications
to deliver Methodology
the greatest results.
Epicor Signature
Project Governance
Prepare

As an Epicor ERP Platinum Partner, ComTec
Solutions uses Epicor’s Signature Methodology
that has been developed, improved, and proven
over thousands of projects using hundreds of
consultants over Epicor’s 40+ years of history.
Industry experts, engineers, consultants, and
project managers should all work together to
provide guidance through a customer’s ERP
implementation.

Continuous Improvement

Collaborative Implementation

Requirements discovery

Scope definition

Project initiation

Business Process Review

Project and resource plan

Foundation education

Configuration

Business procedures

Proof of concept

Validate

Preparation

UATesting (CRP)

Analysis

End user requirements

Deploy

End-user training

Deployment/go live

Project close

Plan
Design

User Acceptance
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Change Management
Change is something that is part of business owners’ or
executives’ thought process as soon as they start thinking
about changing or adopting an ERP solution for their business.
There is a quick realization that things are going to be done
differently on many different levels.
As organizations and manufactures start their evaluation
process of ERP, some factors they should consider that are
relative to change, include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

What’s our culture?
Have we done this before, and if so, where have we done it?
Are your employees comfortable with the change of this
magnitude?
Have you adopted a different financial package at some
point in the past, and if so, how did that go?
Did you buy a new machine and have to train new people or
existing employees on how to use that machine, and if so,
how did that go?

Mitigate Risk
In order to proactively
manage the risks of an
ERP implementation, an
organization needs to setup
a framework for the team to
effectively manage risks that
are uncovered throughout an
implementation.
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The factor of change
management is one to consider
very early on in the process
and get in front of it to prepare
your employees for a change.
Starting to communicate about
change in employee meetings,
production meetings, and senior
level management meetings.
Having SMART goals for every
department that are driven
by the leadership team, and
that are understood clearly,
will lead to a more adoptable
solution for the entire
organization.

Provide your team with
the knowledge needed to
identify and address key
risks that could negatively
impact the project with a
toolset including:
• Risk Planning
• Risk Identification
• Risk Assessment
• Risk Response Plan
• Risk Monitoring and
Control
Customized plans for
the areas listed above
will lead to successful
collaborative team efforts
to mitigate risk, ultimately
leading to a successful ERP
implementation.
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Deployment Options
ON-PREMISES
When the system is deployed on-premises, the system is physically hosted on the
company’s servers and computers. Companies may be able to reduce the overall
price of the system since they pay for everything upfront. While an on-premises
ERP system can be seen as a higher risk investment, it is possible the business
could save money over time depending on how long they will need the system.
This includes licensing fees, customer-purchased hardware (i.e. servers), in-house
or third party IT staff required to manage and maintain that hardware, and the
ERP Software. Items that fall under the customer’s responsibility include security,
backup, power, and network.

HOSTED
A hybrid model allows you to purchase your software, have the On-Premise
benefits of full access to SQL and your data, no limitation on customizations, etc.
yet have the reliability and cost predictability of the Cloud.
Hosting your Epicor ERP software in our ITAR compliant datacenter frees your
team from time-consuming IT troubleshooting and allows them to stay focused
on your core business. Our Epicor-centric cloud hosting offers a range of features
that enables convenient on-demand access to a shared pool of resources, servers,
storage, etc. It can be deployed rapidly and easily scaled up or down depending
on your needs. The environment is accessible from anywhere and backups are
automatic and managed by us.

CLOUD
A cloud ERP system has more predictable costs over time. The business does not
need to spend a lot of money upfront, making it a more affordable investment
initially. Additionally, the company does not have to invest in any additional
hardware, such as servers, and their replacements down the road. The flexibility of
a cloud-based ERP system enables you to scale more easily and quickly for growth
within the company.
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WE CAN HELP
Contact ComTec Solutions for professional experience
in ERP solutions and implementation.

While most manufacturers have challenges in common, we understand
that there are big differences from one industry to the next. ComTec
consultants and project managers work hard to understand your business
so we can make sure that your ERP system is delivering exactly the results
you expect.
If you have any questions or if you’d like to learn more about ERP solutions,
please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@comtecsolutions.com or
call (585) 621-9303.
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